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What is it?
Online tool for math skills practice 

(PreK-Calculus) designed to support learning in 
the classroom, track student progress, set goals 

and receive personalized recommendations 
based on ability level.



How It Can Support Learning
Close gaps or extend learning beyond current grade level

Can be used as an exit ticket to gauge whether students met the 
objective for the lesson  

Assign specific skills for homework/continued practice (can link 
skill right to Google Classroom assignments)

Formative or Summative Assessments 





What is a Smartscore? 
The smartscore measures how well a student understands a 
skill.  It factors in question difficulty, answer accuracy, and 
consistency. 

The smartscore is not a percentage.  Even if a student gets a 
question wrong, it’s still possible to reach a 100, which is very 
motivating for students.

All progress is saved so students can return to a skill later and 
increase their smartscore to proficiency or mastery.  



Data Tracking/Goal Setting 











Why My Students Like IXL



IXL in the Younger Grades 
“I think IXL is appropriate for all grades 
because I helped the 2nd graders log 
on to IXL and after they logged on, they 
got the gist of it really quick and were 
able to answer the questions.  Most of 
the 2nd graders did not have computer 
experience but they were able to catch 
on very quickly.” 

Madison Davis 6th Grader



IXL in the Younger Grades 
“I work with my younger brother (who is not in Prek yet 
because he has a December birthday) on IXL at home and he 
really enjoys working on his math skills and asks to do it as 
soon as I walk in the door.  It is easy to work on it at home 
because now I know what skills I should work on with him for 
Prek.”

Alyssa Prine- 6th Grader   



Teacher’s Thoughts on IXL
Students are eager to work on IXL daily.  I love that I can better meet the 
needs of each student at one time.  I feel that the time spent on IXL is 
benefiting all students.  Not only am I able to support my struggling math 
students, I can use IXL to challenge students on or above grade level.  IXL 
doesn't give students the chance to be "bored."  It also helps to alleviate 
frustration with students who struggle in math.  I love the immediate 
feedback IXL provides teachers and students.  I find that students take 
solving questions seriously because they know that it is being closely 
monitored.  Students are motivated by the point system and feel 
successful every time they reach 100!



Next Steps

7th & 8th Grade Pilot

Potential Math Club for 
Kindergarten & First Grade 



www.ixl.com 


